
Hart’s tongue fern

The large shiny fronds of the  
Hart’s tongue fern make them easy  
to identify. See if you can find this 
plant along Lady Fowler’s Fern Walk 
as well as our other fern facts panel.  

Treecreeper

This tiny bird climbs trees like a 
mouse, catching insects as they go. 
Once they reach the top of one tree 
they fly to the base of the next.   

Buzzard

Look out for this bird’s distinct 
fan-shaped tail and listen for 
its cry like a cat.    

Speckled wood butterfly

Look for this butterfly in woodland 
clearings. Their spots are white on 
brown wings here but further south 
their spots are orange.   

Long-tailed tits

Look for this tiny, fluffy bird with  
dark wings and a long tail along  
Lady Fowler’s Fern Walk.    

Raven

The largest of the crow family with a 
wingspan of up to 1.5m, you’ll spot this 
intelligent and social bird nesting on 
the rocky outcrops of the gorge. 
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Red squirrel

This tiny, tufty mammal hides 
nuts in tree cavities or shallow 
pits that they dig into the ground 
to retrieve when food is scarce.      

Wood warbler

Listen for the distinctive call, like a 
coin being dropped on a table, in 
the mature birch woodland in the 
upper reaches of the gorge. 

. . . on the forest floor?

. . . amongst the trees and gorge?

. . . in the canopy and sky?

What can you see? 

Try sitting or standing still for a few moments and  
see what comes your way. Small birds, butterflies  
and other insects are likely to come closer if they 
don’t see you moving!

What can you hear? 

Pause for while and listen closely to the sounds of 
the forest. Birds and animals can be hard to spot 
but listening can guide you to their location.  

Don’t be disappointed if you don’t see 
everything at once, different creatures 
can be seen at different times of the year.  

How many species can you spot. . . 

From the depths of the deep gorge to the  
woodland canopy, Corrieshalloch is home to a 
wealth of natural habitats. Here are a few of the 
birds, animals and plants which can be seen.
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An t-Sruthan | The Streamlet

An t-Eas Stapach | The Stepped Falls

The Stepped Falls is the perfect place 
to experience the unique geology of 
our reserve.  

An t-Eas Creagach | The Rocky Falls

The Rocky Falls is positioned in the 
heart of our rainforest. 

Na Leacan | The Slabs

Easan na Miasaich | The Falls of Measach

Best experienced from our suspension 
bridge. Known as ‘fall of the place of the 
platters’ due to the rounded boulders 
that make up the riverbed above it. 

Viewpoint to  
Loch Broom

River Droma

Gateway to Nature Centre

Learn more about Corrieshalloch 
as you refresh and reset at our 
café Cafaidh nam Fitheach.

Overflow  
Car Park

Sir John Fowler's 
Suspension Bridge

Viewing Platform

From here you can peer into 
the dramatic 60m-deep gorge.

Rannsaich | Explore
Explore Corrieshalloch Gorge

Airson gràdh dha Alba!
     For the love of Scotland!

With the help of our supporters, our charity cares  
for everything that makes Scotland special and 
unique so that it’s there for everyone to experience 
and enjoy.

If you’d like to help to protect Scotland’s most loved 
places like Corrieshalloch Gorge, please donate by

A series of walks allow you to discover the gorge  
as they lead you to the Victorian suspension bridge 
and its spectacular sights. 

scanning the QR code to 
donate online

or texting CORRIE to 
70331 to donate £3

Fundraising, payments and donations 
will be processed and administered by 
the National Funding Scheme (Charity 
No: 1149800), operating as DONATE. 
Texts will be charged at your standard 
network rate. For terms and conditions, 
see easydonate.org

nts.org.uk/donate
The National Trust for Scotland 
is a Scottish charity, SC007410

Seallaidhean 
Viewpoints

Easy

Woodland Walk
1km, allow 25 minutes

Lady Fowler’s Fern Walk
1.4km, allow 30 minutesMore 

difficult

Trail information


